The microstructures of annealed GaAs layers containing 0.1%, 0.5% and 2% Mn are studied using aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The layers were grown by molecular beam epitaxy at 270
Introduction
The prospect of combining ferromagnetic and semiconducting materials is attractive for the design of future spin-electronic devices, whose magnetic and electronic properties can be controlled both by the introduction of transition metal ions and by co-doping of the semiconducting host [1, 2] . A composite system comprising MnAs crystals in GaAs is a promising candidate material for use as a hybrid structure that combines a semiconductor with a metallic ferromagnet, since hexagonal MnAs is ferromagnetic at room temperature and possesses remarkable functionalities [3] [4] [5] [6] . The formation of MnAs nanocrystals [7] in GaAs is generally achieved by the low temperature (LT) growth of Mn-doped GaAs layers (typically below 300
• C), followed by annealing at a temperature higher than 500
• C. MnAs nanocrystals in GaAs have previously been reported to adopt either cubic (ZnS-type) or hexagonal (NiAstype) crystal structures and, on occasion, to be associated with voids [8] .
One of the key challenges for understanding the growth of MnAs nanocrystals in GaAs is the optimization of the parameters that describe the growth and annealing conditions. It is known that LT growth of GaAs under As-rich conditions results in a nonstoichiometric composition and a high density of point defects [9] such as As interstitials (As i ), As antisites (As Ga ) and Ga vacancies (V Ga ). The As Ga and V Ga concentrations can be in the range ∼10 19 cm −3 and ∼10 18 cm −3 , respectively, in GaAs layers grown under Asrich conditions [10] by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Upon annealing the layers at temperatures above 400
• C, most of the excess As precipitates into clusters, which have been proposed to possess hexagonal or rhombohedral crystal structures [10] [11] [12] [13] . Claverie and Liliental-Weber observed a different As-containing variant with lower symmetry [11] , but the details were not presented in their work. Although many studies have been devoted to Mn-doped GaAs, the influence of defects resulting from the LT growth of Mn-doped GaAs on MnAs nanocrystal formation is still not fully understood. It is therefore of great importance to further clarify the formation process of secondary phases in GaMnAs layers.
Here, we study secondary phase formation in GaMnAs layers that have low Mn concentrations as a function of annealing temperature.
We use aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which allows the effects of delocalization on high-resolution TEM images of nanocrystals to be minimized. High spatial resolution images of embedded nanocrystals and their defect structures can then be correlated with structural and magnetic information obtained using bulk characterization techniques such as magnetometry and x-ray diffraction. In earlier studies, we showed that the decomposition of GaMnAs layers starts at 400
• C, while at higher annealing temperatures more complex structures consisting of hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals, voids and As nanocrystals are formed [8, 14] . In this paper, we identify both rhombohedral and orthorhombic As crystals that are adjacent to voids and to hexagonal (Mn, Ga) As nanocrystals in annealed specimens doped with 0.1% and 0.5% Mn. As nanocrystals are not found in layers that are doped at a higher Mn concentration of 2%. We use aberration-corrected annular dark-field (ADF) imaging in the scanning TEM (STEM) and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) to measure the distributions of Ga, As and Mn in selected precipitates. A phase diagram that describes precipitate growth as a function of annealing temperature is proposed for Mn dopant concentrations below 2%.
Experimental
GaMnAs layers were grown on GaAs (0 0 1) substrates at 270
• C using MBE in a KRYOVAK system [15] . The thicknesses of the layers were 1 µm for a Mn content of 0.1%, 0.7 µm for 0.5% and 0.4 µm for 2%. The layer thicknesses were deliberately reduced with increasing Mn concentration in order to maintain roughly similar total amount of Mn, which was important for magnetometry measurements that are presented elsewhere [14] . The samples are referred to below as A (0.1% Mn), B (0.5% Mn) and C (2% Mn). After MBE growth, the samples were taken out of the vacuum system, cleaved into several pieces each and reintroduced into the MBE chamber for annealing under ultra-high vacuum conditions at moderate (400
• C) and high (560 and 630
• C) temperatures for 60 min. Structural characterization and chemical analysis were carried out on cross-sectional TEM specimens prepared using conventional mechanical polishing and Ar ion milling. The TEM specimens were prepared carefully at a low Ar ion energy (500 eV) at an angle of incidence of 4
• to minimize ionbeam-induced sample preparation artefacts. Image and probe aberration-corrected TEM and STEM studies were carried out using FEI Titan microscopes operated at 300 kV. The inner semi-angle of the ADF detector was varied between 30.9 and 78.4 mrad. The local elemental distribution of Mn, Ga and As was inferred from a combination of STEM and EDXS signals. High-resolution TEM image simulations were carried out using the Java version of the EMS software [16] . Atomic models of crystal structures were generated using the CrystalMaker software (www.crystalmaker.com).
Results and discussion
Neither conventional TEM techniques such as bright-field (BF) imaging and selected-area electron diffraction nor aberration-corrected high-angle ADF (HAADF) STEM images revealed any secondary phase formation in the samples that had been annealed at 400
• C. Figure 1 (a) shows a representative HAADF STEM image of sample C annealed at 400
• C. The inner detector semi-angle used was 78.4 mrad to provide atomic-number-sensitive contrast (Z contrast). Whereas voids or Mn-rich areas would be expected to appear darker (Z Mn = 25, Z Ga = 31, Z As = 33) than GaAs, the homogeneous contrast in the image suggests that secondary phases have either not formed or are too small to be visible in the HAADF STEM images. Interestingly, XRD measurements [14] indicated a relaxation of the compressive strain in the annealed layers at 400
• C, which may be associated with the annihilation of point defects or the early stages of dopant agglomeration.
The first indication of clustering was found in the samples that had been annealed at 560
• C. Figure 1(b) shows an HAADF STEM image of sample A annealed at 560
• C, in which regions of dark contrast are thought to be associated with the formation of voids and/or nuclei of cubic (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals, whose crystal structure resembles that of the GaAs host. Figure 1(c) shows an intensity profile generated from the rectangular area marked in figure 1(b) . The dip in the profile corresponds to the location of a possible early stage void or cubic nanocrystal.
Well-defined nanocrystalline phases were identified in samples B and C annealed at 560
• C. Adjacent to the nanocrystals are voids, which exhibit dark contrast in the LAADF STEM image shown in figure 2(b) . The individual nanocrystals were identified to have either cubic (ZnS-type, space group 216) or hexagonal (NiAs-type, space group 194) structures from electron diffraction [8] . Figure 2 (c) shows a BF TEM image of a hexagonal and a cubic (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals viewed along the [1 1 0] direction of GaAs. The differences between the crystallographic structures and orientations of the nanocrystals and the GaAs host give rise to Moiré fringes, which were used to identify each phase. The Moiré fringe pattern is more complex for the hexagonal than for the cubic nanocrystal. The BF TEM images also revealed the formation of nanocrystal complexes that each consisted of a void and more than one crystal, as shown in figure 2(d) . Hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As and As nanocrystals were identified in such complexes (see below).
In nanocrystal complexes such as that shown in figure 2(d) , the rhombohedral phase of As was identified from high-resolution STEM images and EDXS analysis, as shown in figure 3 . The identification of pure As relied on excluding the possibility that Mn may be present in the region of interest. Figure 3(a) shows a probe aberrationcorrected HAADF STEM image of a hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal that is adjacent to both a void and a twinned rhombohedral As nanocrystal in sample B annealed at 560
• C. The As crystal has a zig-zag interface with the (Mn,Ga)As crystal and a flatter interface with the void. The ADF STEM and EDXS signals were recorded simultaneously in order to characterize the elemental distributions of Ga, As and Mn in the central part of the precipitate complex. Figures 3(b) -(d) show the resulting As, Ga and Mn maps, which were collected point-by-point from the 10 × 10 nm region marked in figure 3(a) . The Mn signal is only detectable in the (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal, while the As signal is strongest in the region that was subsequently identified as crystalline As. The uniformity of the Ga distribution suggests that neither the void nor the (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal contain a significant amount of Ga. Crystallographic phase identification was performed by calculating a digital diffractogram from the part of the high-resolution image in figure 3(a) that contains the As nanocrystal and comparing it with a simulated diffraction pattern, as shown in figures 3(e) and (f ). Based on this comparison, the structure of the As crystal was determined to be rhombohedral [17] (space group 166, symbol R-3m, a = 0.376 nm, c = 1.055 nm). Figure 3(g) shows the unit cell of rhombohedral As viewed from the [1 1 0] direction. For the simulations, structure parameters for rhombohedral As were taken from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD, code 16518). The c-axis of the (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal was determined to be parallel to GaAs [1 1 1] , while the crystallographic relationship between the As crystal and the GaAs host was found to be GaAs[1 1 0](0 0 2) As[1 1 0] (1 1 1) . Careful examination of figures 3(e) and (f ) reveals a slight distortion of the As lattice. It was also found that the As crystal was sensitive to electron beam irradiation in the TEM, resulting ultimately in its disintegration.
Nanocrystalline complexes that each contained a second variant of As, a hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal and a void were identified in sample A annealed at 560 and 630
• C and in sample B annealed at 560
• C. The As crystals in these samples were identified as orthorhombic [18] As (space group 64, symbol Bmab, a = 0.365 nm, b = 0.447 nm, c = 1.1 nm). Figure 4 shows the aberration-corrected high-resolution TEM and STEM images of hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals associated with voids and triangular-shaped orthorhombic As crystals in (a) sample A annealed at 630
• C and (b) sample B annealed at 560
• C. The As nanocrystal shown in figure 4 (a) appears to contain planar defects (marked with arrows). The As nanocrystals have sharp interfaces with the adjacent voids, hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As crystals and GaAs host, although their interfaces may be associated with misfit dislocations, as shown in figure 4(a) . Interestingly, the lattice fringes in the experimental image of the As crystal shown in figure 4(b) are curved, suggesting the presence of strain. The radius of curvature was measured to be 35 nm. On the assumption that the bright spots in an ADF STEM image can be related directly to atomic column locations, the arrangement of As atomic columns is compared with the projected atomic structure of orthorhombic As in figures 4(c) and (d). 'Dumbbell' contrast, associated with the positions of the As atomic columns, is visible in the [1 0 0] direction in both images. As. The incorporated simulation parameters are consistent with the settings measured experimentally using the objective lens aberration correction software. The magnitudes of the primary residual aberration coefficients used in the multislice simulation were C c = 1.4 mm for chromatic aberration, C s = −0.04 mm for spherical aberration, A 1 = 1 nm for twofold astigmatism, A 2 = 34 nm for three-fold astigmatism and B 2 = 24 nm for coma.
Discussion and conclusions
The driving force for As nanocrystal formation in the annealed Mn-doped layers is likely to originate from the use of an As overpressure during LT growth, which results in a high density of point defects and an excess As concentration that can be in the 0.1-1.5% range, depending on the growth temperature and the As/Ga flux ratio [11, 19, 20] . On annealing, the excess As and Mn atoms condense to form precipitates. Our results suggest that the original Mn and As concentrations define the formation of the As crystals under the applied annealing conditions that are ultimately associated with the hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals. The relative orientations of the crystals are determined by the difference between the crystal structures of hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As, rhombohedral or orthorhombic As and the cubic GaAs host. Typically, hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As forms with its c-axis parallel to one of the {1 1 1} axes of GaAs, which is energetically the most stable arrangement. It is also its energetically favourable magnetization direction (magnetic easy axis). Figure 5 illustrates an additional and unusual configuration of the three phases, which was observed when a large orthorhombic As crystal was present, as shown in figure 4 . The c-axis of the hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As phase, shown in figures 4(a) and 5(a), is parallel to the c-axis of GaAs, while the c-axis of the orthorhombic As diverges by ∼6
• from the [1 -1 1] direction of GaAs. It is reasonable to assume that the large size of the orthorhombic As nanocrystal stabilized the unusual orientation of the (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal relative to the GaAs host. In the second case, shown in figures 4(b) and 5(b), the c-axis of the hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal is parallel to the [-1 1 1] direction of GaAs, while the c-axis of the orthorhombic As crystal diverges by ∼13
• from the c-axis of GaAs. This large misalignment of the orthorhombic As nanocrystal may account for the strain observed in figures 4(b) and (f ). Figure 6 shows a proposed phase diagram for secondary phase formation during the annealing of GaMnAs layers doped with low Mn concentrations, inferred from our results. At annealing temperatures below 500
• C, well-defined secondary phases are not observed and any clusters are below the detection limit of our TEM techniques. For higher annealing temperatures, at Mn concentrations below 1%, As crystals form, while at higher Mn concentrations all of the Mn and As is incorporated into (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals. In samples that were annealed at 560
• C and contain a very low Mn concentration (0.1%), voids and/or cubic (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals are found. Five different secondary phases (cubic and hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As, rhombohedral and orthorhombic As, and voids) were identified in samples annealed at 560
• C and 630
• C for Mn concentrations of 0.5 and 0.1%. In samples containing 2% Mn, cubic and hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As crystals and voids were observed. In a separate in situ TEM annealing experiment [8] , we showed for an as-deposited sample that voids and nanocrystals formed independently during the annealing process. We speculate that the boundary between the condensed states is at ∼500
• C. However, the conclusion is preliminary and additional experiments are required to study annealed samples at different temperatures.
It is reasonable to assume that the annealing conditions, including the surrounding atmosphere, and the annealing kinetics, may also affect secondary phase formation in the Mn-doped GaAs layers significantly. Moreno et al showed that annealing conditions could influence secondary phase formation [21] . Therefore, additional experiments are necessary to optimize the annealing conditions fully and, if required, to eliminate void and As nanocrystal formation. Our results suggest that the formation of a large orthorhombic As crystal may result in the hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal adopting an usual orientation, with its magnetic easy axis parallel to the [0 0 1] direction of the GaAs host lattice. As precipitates in GaAs, such as those observed here, have been reported to be metallic and stable at high temperatures [22, 23] .
In summary, we have used aberration-corrected TEM, STEM and EDXS to study the formation of precipitates in low-temperature-grown Mn-doped GaAs layers. For Mn concentrations of up to 0.5%, depending on the annealing temperature, we identified different configurations of voids and rhombohedral or orthorhombic As crystals associated with hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals. For a higher Mn concentration of 2%, both cubic and hexagonal (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystals were identified, but As precipitate formation was not observed. Further work is required to fully understand the formation of voids adjacent to the precipitate complexes.
